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Explain permutations and combinations with examples. How to use permutations and combinations. How to explain permutations and combinations. Permutations and combinations questions and answers pdf. Permutations combinations examples.
nPr = n!/(n-r)! nPn = n! nP1 = n nCr = n!/(r! (n-r)!) nC1 = n nC0 = 1 = nCn nCr = nCn-r nCr = nPr/r! Number of diagonals in a geometric figure of n sides = nC2-n How many 4-letter words with or without meaning, can be formed out of the letters of the word, 'LOGARITHMS', if repetition of letters is not allowed?A. 1480B. 2520C. 5040D. 7020
Answer: C. 5040 Explanation: The Word LOGARITHMS contain 10 letters.To find how many 4 letter word we can find from that = 10*9*8*7 = 5040 A delegation of 5 members has to be formed from 3 ladies and 5 gentlemen. In how many ways the delegation can be formed, if 2 particular ladies are always included in the delegation?A. 16B. 20C. 24D.
28 Answer: B. 20 Explanation: There are three ladies and five gentlemen and a committee of 5 members to be formed.Number of ways such that two ladies are always included in the committee = 6C3 = (6 * 5 * 4) / 6 = 20 How many 4 digit numbers can be formed using the digits (1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9) when repetition of digits is not allowed?A. 300B. 320C.
340D. 360 Answer: D. 360 Explanation: The given digits are six.The number of 4 digit numbers that can be formed using six digits is 6P4 = 6 * 5 * 4 * 3 = 360 Using all the letters of the word 'THURSDAY', how many different words can be formed?A. 7B. 7!C. 8D. 8! Answer: D. 8! Explanation: Total number of letters = 8Using these letters the number
of 8 letters words formed is 8P8 = 8! There are 18 stations between Hyderabad and Bangalore. How many second class tickets have to be printed, so that a passenger can travel from any station to any other station?A. 280B. 330C. 380D. 430 Answer: C. 380 Explanation: The total number of stations = 20From 20 stations we have to choose any two
stations and the direction of travel (i.e., Hyderabad to Bangalore is different from Bangalore to Hyderabad) in 20P2 ways.20P2 = 20 * 19 = 380 The number of new words that can be formed by rearranging the letters of the word 'ALIVE' is:A. 117B. 118C. 119D. 120 Answer: C. 119 Explanation: Number of words which can be formed = 5! - 1 = 120 - 1
= 119 Six points are marked on a straight line and five points are marked on another line which is parallel to the first line. How many straight lines, including the first two, can be formed with these points?A. 30B. 32C. 34D. 36 Answer: B. 32 Explanation: We know that, the number of straight lines that can be formed by the 11 points in which 6 points
are collinear except those that can be selected out of these 6 points are collinear.Hence, the required number of straight lines= 11C2 - 6C2 - 5C2 + 1 + 1= 55 - 15 - 10 + 2 = 32 A selection is to be made for one post of principal and two posts of vice-principal amongst the six candidates called for the interview only two are eligible for the post of
principal while they all are eligible for the post of vice-principal. The number of possible combinations of selectees is:A. 4B. 12C. 18D. 20 Answer: D. 20 Explanation: Total number of ways = 2C1 . 5C2 = 2 * 5!/3!2! = 2 * 10 = 20 In how many ways can the letters of the word 'LEADER' be arranged?A. 72B. 144C. 360D. 720 Answer: C. 360 Explanation:
The word 'LEADER' contains 6 letters, namely 1L, 2E, 1A, 1D and 1R.Required number of ways = 6! / (1!)(2!)(1!)(1!)(1!) = 360 How many 3-digit numbers can be formed from the digits 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9, which are divisible by 5 and none of the digits is repeated?A. 5B. 10C. 15D. 20 Answer: D. 20 Explanation: Since each desired number is divisible by
5, so we must have 5 at the unit place. So, there is 1 way of doing it.The tens place can now be filled by any of the remaining 5 digits (2, 3, 6, 7, 9). So, there are 5 ways of filling the tens place.The hundreds place can now be filled by any of the remaining 4 digits. So, there are 4 ways of filling it.Required number of numbers = (1 * 5 * 4) = 20 1. Out of
7 consonants and 4 vowels, how many words of 3 consonants and 2 vowels can be formed?A. 25200B. 21300C. 24400D. 210answer with explanationAnswer: Option AExplanation: Number of ways of selecting 3 consonants from 7= 7C3Number of ways of selecting 2 vowels from 4= 4C2Number of ways of selecting 3 consonants from 7 and 2 vowels
from 4= 7C3 × 4C2$=\left(\dfrac{7 × 6 × 5}{3 × 2 × 1}\right) × \left(\dfrac{4 × 3}{2 × 1}\right) \\= 210$It means we can have 210 groups where each group contains total 5 letters (3 consonants and 2 vowels).Number of ways of arranging 5 letters among themselves$=5!=5×4×3×2×1=120$Hence, required number of ways$=210×120=25200$2.
In a group of 6 boys and 4 girls, four children are to be selected. In how many different ways can they be selected such that at least one boy should be there?A. 212B. 209C. 159D. 201answer with explanationAnswer: Option BExplanation: In a group of 6 boys and 4 girls, four children are to be selected such that at least one boy should be there.Hence
we have 4 options as given belowWe can select 4 boys ...(option 1)Number of ways to this = 6C4We can select 3 boys and 1 girl ...(option 2)Number of ways to this = 6C3 × 4C1We can select 2 boys and 2 girls ...(option 3)Number of ways to this = 6C2 × 4C2We can select 1 boy and 3 girls ...(option 4)Number of ways to this = 6C1 × 4C3Total number
of ways= 6C4 + 6C3 × 4C1 + 6C2 × 4C2 + 6C1 × 4C3= 6C2 + 6C3 × 4C1 + 6C2 × 4C2 + 6C1 × 4C1[∵ nCr = nC(n-r)]$=\dfrac{6×5}{2×1}+\dfrac{6×5×4}{3×2×1}×4$ $+\dfrac{6×5}{2×1}×\dfrac{4×3}{2×1}+6×4$$=15+80+90+24=209$3. From a group of 7 men and 6 women, five persons are to be selected to form a committee so that at
least 3 men are there in the committee. In how many ways can it be done?A. 702B. 624C. 756D. 812answer with explanationAnswer: Option CExplanation: From a group of 7 men and 6 women, five persons are to be selected with at least 3 men.Hence we have the following 3 options.We can select 5 men ...(option 1)Number of ways to do this =
7C5We can select 4 men and 1 woman ...(option 2)Number of ways to do this = 7C4 × 6C1We can select 3 men and 2 women ...(option 3)Number of ways to do this = 7C3 × 6C2Total number of ways= 7C5 + (7C4 × 6C1) + (7C3 × 6C2)= 7C2 + (7C3 × 6C1) + (7C3 × 6C2)[∵ nCr = nC(n - r) ]$= \dfrac{7×6}{2×1}+\dfrac{7×6×5}{3×2×1}×6$
$+\dfrac{7×6×5}{3×2×1}×\dfrac{6×5}{2×1}$$=21+210+525\\=756$4. In how many different ways can the letters of the word 'OPTICAL' be arranged so that the vowels always come together?A. 920B. 825C. 720D. 610answer with explanationAnswer: Option CExplanation: The word 'OPTICAL' has 7 letters. It has the vowels 'O','I','A' in it and
these 3 vowels should always come together. Hence these three vowels can be grouped and considered as a single letter. That is, PTCL(OIA).Hence we can assume total letters as 5 and all these letters are different.Number of ways to arrange these letters$=5!=5×4×3×2×1=120$All the 3 vowels (OIA) are differentNumber of ways to arrange these
vowels among themselves$=3!=3×2×1=6$Hence, required number of ways$=120×6=720$5. In how many different ways can the letters of the word 'CORPORATION' be arranged so that the vowels always come together?A. 42000B. 48000C. 50400D. 47200answer with explanationAnswer: Option CExplanation: The word 'CORPORATION' has 11
letters. It has the vowels 'O','O','A','I','O' in it and these 5 vowels should always come together. Hence these 5 vowels can be grouped and considered as a single letter. that is, CRPRTN(OOAIO).Hence we can assume total letters as 7. But in these 7 letters, 'R' occurs 2 times and rest of the letters are different.Number of ways to arrange these
letters$=\dfrac{7!}{2!}=\dfrac{7×6×5×4×3×2×1}{2×1}=2520$In the 5 vowels (OOAIO), 'O' occurs 3 and rest of the vowels are different.Number of ways to arrange these vowels among themselves $=\dfrac{5!}{3!}=\dfrac{5×4×3×2×1}{3×2×1}=20$Hence, required number of ways$=2520×20=50400$ in how many ways sum s can be formed
using exactly n variables......input 5 -->(s)2---->(n)output4reason :2+3 3+2 1+4 4+1can anyone help me to find the logic?in how many ways sum s can be formed using exactly n variables......input 5 -->(s)2---->(n)output4reason :2+3 3+2 1+4 4+1can anyone help me to find the logic?why o!=1???why o!=1???There are three
proof:A)Pattern4!=5!/53!=4!/42!=3!/31!=2!/2And0!=1!/1===1...B)Practical sums:No.of ways of arrangingThe word"APPLE" ANSas there are 2 p and 1 a,l,eSo,5!/(2!*1!*1!*1!)But other24 alphabets are not there so they are 0 in no.For them it will be 0!If 0!=1*0=0So our answer must be undefined,but in reality it is notSo ,0!=1C)Practical thinking:If
there are 3 items we can arrange in 3! WaysIf there are 2 items we can arrange in 2! WaysIf there are 1 items we can arrange in1! WaysIf there are 0 items we can arrange in 1 way...it present state...so0!=1.There are three proof:A)Pattern4!=5!/53!=4!/42!=3!/31!=2!/2And0!=1!/1===1...B)Practical sums:No.of ways of arrangingThe
word"APPLE" ANSas there are 2 p and 1 a,l,eSo,5!/(2!*1!*1!*1!)But other24 alphabets are not there so they are 0 in no.For them it will be 0!If 0!=1*0=0So our answer must be undefined,but in reality it is notSo ,0!=1C)Practical thinking:If there are 3 items we can arrange in 3! WaysIf there are 2 items we can arrange in 2! WaysIf there are 1 items
we can arrange in1! WaysIf there are 0 items we can arrange in 1 way...it present state...so0!=1.Hai,Bro what u said is right and simply we can learn by C programming for 0! is easy way of understanding. Don't think bad its just an example for knowing the factorial case. Those who know C language it is easily understandable..Ex:#includemain(){ int
fact=1,i,num; printf("Enter the Number:"); scanf("%d",&num); for(i=1;i { fact=fact*i; } printf("%d",fact);}It can be understood simply that. The factorial of 0!=1 is always 1. If not the factorial case is wrong.Hai,Bro what u said is right and simply we can learn by C programming for 0! is easy way of understanding. Don't think bad its just an
example for knowing the factorial case. Those who know C language it is easily understandable..Ex:#includemain(){ int fact=1,i,num; printf("Enter the Number:"); scanf("%d",&num); for(i=1;i { fact=fact*i; } printf("%d",fact);}It can be understood simply that. The factorial of 0!=1 is always 1. If not the factorial case is wrong.How many words
with or without dictionary meaning can be formed using the letters of the word EQUATION so the vowel and consonant are side by side?How many words with or without dictionary meaning can be formed using the letters of the word EQUATION so the vowel and consonant are side by side?there are 5 vowels so 5! ways of arranging them.3
consonants, so 3! ways of arranging them.overall there are 2 ways to arrange the groups of vowels and consonants.Hence the answer would be 2! x 5!x 3! = 1440there are 5 vowels so 5! ways of arranging them.3 consonants, so 3! ways of arranging them.overall there are 2 ways to arrange the groups of vowels and consonants.Hence the answer
would be 2! x 5!x 3! = 1440no ..it will be the same as vowels comes together.. means 3 consonants and one group of vowels as asumed 4 and such that 4! ways and 5 vowels are arranged in 5! ways and hence = 4!*5!= 2880 waysno ..it will be the same as vowels comes together.. means 3 consonants and one group of vowels as asumed 4 and such that
4! ways and 5 vowels are arranged in 5! ways and hence = 4!*5!= 2880 ways"it will be the same as vowels comes together."No. With your logic, QEUAIOTN is also a valid arrangement which is not. Vowels and consonants must be side by side, like 'EUAIO'QTNAlia's answer is correct."it will be the same as vowels comes together."No. With your logic,
QEUAIOTN is also a valid arrangement which is not. Vowels and consonants must be side by side, like 'EUAIO'QTNAlia's answer is correct.Assuming that all letters needs to be used.EQUATION - 5 vowels and 3 consonants5 vowels - can be arranged in 5! ways3 consonants - can be arranged in 3! wayseach of this group can be arranged in 2!
waysTotal number of ways = 5! * 3! * 2! = 1440Required number of words = 1440Assuming that all letters needs to be used.EQUATION - 5 vowels and 3 consonants5 vowels - can be arranged in 5! ways3 consonants - can be arranged in 3! wayseach of this group can be arranged in 2! waysTotal number of ways = 5! * 3! * 2! = 1440Required number
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